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About This Game

Overload is a new six-degree-of-freedom shooter from the creators of Descent. It is currently in Early Access and will be
released in full on May 31, 2018. This Playable Teaser gives a taste of game including one single-player-style level and two

Challenge Mode levels. Earlier versions of this demo were released in March 2016 and March 2017. Features included in the
version are essentially the same as they will be in the full version.

Overload is an intense combat game that takes place in a full-3D world. The full game will feature:

- Single-player story campaign with 15+ FULL-SIZE atmospheric levels
- Upgradeable player ship and 12+ weapons with multiple upgrade options

- More than a dozen unique robots with multiple variants, and 3 massive bosses
- Story by the writer of FREESPACE 2, plus pulse-pounding soundtrack

- Multiplayer, including free-for-all and team modes
- Expanded Challenge Mode with Countdown variant, lots of levels, and online leaderboards

- Easy-to-use custom Level Editor (post-release) so you can build and share levels

This demo contains a training level, a sample single-player "destroy the reactor" level, and two Challenge Mode levels that let
you test your skills against a horde of enemies.

Overload is available now via Steam Early Access. If you like the demo, check out the full version!
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Liking all the noises. Various pipes have their own individual hissing and gurgling sounds. To a certain extent can ascertain loco
state by listening; can tell which valves are open and saves much looking at HUDs. Lots to do while driving so grateful for the
auto-stoker. Challenging to maintain steam on steep gradients with heavy load; and interesting brake systems which work well
when familiar with operation. Essential to read the manual. Good forward views from cab and carriage round off a thoughtfully
designed package.. It starts off really cool and then turns into a repeating collectathon of blue spheres. An interesting game if a
bit shallow. Not so much roleplaying as you are pegged into the role of what passes for a 20 somthing year old in today's world.
The "game" is well put together if a bit bland and it's blandness might speak to some going through a similar situation. Overall 6
out of 10.. This game is like a 90s DOS game smoking PCP. It's an unpredictable, violent, industrial-strength hallucinogen only
meant for those who truly hate the world around them, and indeed, themselves. 10\/10 don't leave me.. Bit lacking in content for
now. All you have for now is the main planets which you can travel to. Controls are a bit clunky as well. But for the price made
for a lovely time gazing at the flickering stars and teleporting round around saturn..
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Will not download.. Pay to play.. \u2b50\u2b50\u2b50\u2b50. 1. launch game
2. see "flee" option
3. see "normal" option
4. think "flee" is a game mode.
5. click "flee"
6. game quits.

11\/10 would flee again.. I want say its alot better game then lux it self this is really good step up what it needs thought is better
UI and I dont know where these 150 maps are other then the maps people made them selfs.

it really didnt come with no 100 maps and maps you see in screen shoots are maps you can download and this is also issue with
lux delux..

I am not sure if lux delux maps work on lux alliance.. and the UI or editor for making maps is pretty ehh honestly it could be
alot better the drawning tool really sucks it should been more of a painter tool then line drawing tool with diff size brushes.

but other whys its decent game.. i for one can say this game is really good, i have played a few maps and had a good 20 + hours
play time before i made this, i think it needs a little more work everything is sweet just needs a polish on the edges really good
game 5 stars. Dark story about a girl who wants to live and a man who wants to die.
The setting is pseudo-Europe of Medieval times with crusades. Touching but gothic and in some parts violent story, memorable
music and atmospheric but okayish art. I'm not a big fan of minimalistic designs in visual novels but very good writing won my
heart.

Johann (male main character's) plotline is one hell of an emotional rollercoaster.

P.S. don't mind 0 mins timer, the story is around 3-4 hours.
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